Integrative Leadership:
Leading from Your Life’s Passion—
Fuel for Tough Times
In-Person or Telephone Tutorial Coaching Certificate Program with
Facilitator, Virginia Swain, MA, CPHC
Integrative Leaders are integrated, whole people who acquire four levels of
competencies from the foundation of their life’s passion and a body-mind perspective.
Enjoy the benefits of integrative leadership: having a clear sense of purpose, arising
from your passion, vision and mission! This training is to develop purpose-driven,
effective people in an uncertain world. There are two constants--change and conflict—
whether you are a seasoned or emerging professional in any discipline or a person
beginning your career or contemplating retirement.
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Introduction to Integrative Leadership: Claiming Your Personal Passion—
Fuel for Tough Times Step off the treadmill! Examine your inborn gifts and
strengths and learn new gifts to claim and live your passion for yourself, your
family, your work and your world!
Visioning Your Life Path This is the time for your vision to emerge for your life,
an important element of your passion. An individualized training.
Writing a Personal Life Mission Statement An individualized training to claim
your passion, vision, focus and effectiveness as fuel for tough times. Mission
arises from passion, vision, personal integrity, mission and skill building for
career and life empowerment.
New Perspectives on Stress, Conflict and Diversity: Gain new tools to
address feelings and emotions -especially stress, conflict, self-defeating and
culturally insensitive behaviors - in personally restorative and life-giving ways.
Creating Revenue Streams from Your Passion All learning from previous
programs is applied to create an income from your passion, vision, mission and
purpose. Participants integrate the teachings, skills, and the leader's mission
statement into their life, work, and relationships.
Integrative Leadership Coaching: 8 hours of individual coaching to integrate
training with personal challenges at end of course work.

In order to cope with change and conflict, Integrative Leaders are needed for daily living
and working. Join us for coaching, career decisions, career advancement, leadership
and team training to enjoy the benefits of having a clear sense of purpose, arising from
your passion.. The best of our humanity is needed along with values clarification and
new skills. The challenges are personal, interpersonal and societal. We invite you to join

us to re-examine your inborn gifts and strengths, and to learn new skills and develop a
broad worldview in this crossroad moment of institutional, social, ecological and
economic history.
Virginia Swain, MA, CPHC, is a leadership, conflict, career & life direction coach,
organizational development consultant, trainer and mediator in Tiverton, RI and
Worcester. A former Peace Corps Volunteer Teacher in Africa, Virginia has worked in
the United Nations community since 1991 and leads one-day trips to the UN
http://www.global-leader.org/gl_untours.html.
Virginia’s passion is helping people and institutions reconcile with one another and the
systems in which they live and work. She founded and directs the Institute for Global
Leadership (www.global-leader.org). With Joseph Baratta, Ph.D., Virginia co-founded
and is director of The Center for Global Community and World Law
(www.centerglobalcommunitylaw.org).
Virginia is the author of A Mantle of Roses: A Woman’s Journey Home to Peace. “My
story begins when I felt an inner prompting I couldn’t ignore. Now I have a certainty of
what I am being led to do with me life and know how I can make a difference in the
world.” From the Introduction http://www.centerglobalcommunitylaw.org/wl_mantle.html
Tuition is $2495 for entire program due one week before tutorial begins. If necessary,
payment plans are available. Call 508-245-6843.

